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shinnoki series
material origin: Belgium                        price index: $$$
  
Shinnoki prefinished panels are made of a top layer of veneer, 
with a high quality MDF core. This range of wood veneer 
panels does not need any further finishing. 

matching silver

edge band option:

ivory oak

frozen walnut smoked walnut chocolate oak

dusk frakegranite walnutmanhattan oak

stardust walnut

Double-sided

Shinnoki panels are finished 
the same on both sides with 
the Shinnoki design and 
protection technology.

A genuine wood top layer

The top layer of Shinnoki is a sheet of real wood 
veneer, assembled according to our unique 
mixmatch technique. The surface is gently brushed, 
stained and lacquered with a soft-touch acrylate 
urethane lacquer. The result is a pleasant touching 
surface where the protection, the natural feel and 
exclusive appearance of the wood are well-balanced.

prefinished real wood veneer
well managed forest, FSC® 
certified

consistent colors and quality 
thanks to the mixmatch technique

What is mixmatch?

Mixmatch is a technique in which we joint wood veneer 
sheets together that come from different trees and have 
been cut in different ways. The effect is the natural 
appearance of solid wood. When a continuous surface is 
created using different boards, there are no visual breaks 
in the pattern. Just as with solid wood, every board is 
different, but they still belong together. The result is a 
finished sheet with a lively look and uniform quality.

aries series

clear maple clear alder clear cherry

toasted almond cinnamon nutmeg

pretzel wild rice molasses java

hot cocoa

brazil nut

chestnut

Step 2: Pick your finish

Step 1: Pick your wood veneer species

We offer three wood veneer species: maple veneer, cherry veneer and alder 
veneer, with two finish types: clear, stain, and over 20 finish color options.

All doors can be custom made to order with specific desired veneer species, 
finish type and color.

maple cherry alder

customize door
door

drawer front

profile



neo

traditional

contemporary

transitional

The Neo collection has two series:

          aries

          shinnoki
 
* Printed representations may vary 
from actual product. Please see 
actual sample for more accurate 
color and comparison.

The Neo collection features a wood veneer slab door design, it 
offers a sleek look while maintaining the natural beauty of wood. 
Veneer refers to thin slices of wood, is applied to an engineered 
substrate core such as an MDF (medium-density fiberboard) panel,  
providing strength, durability and stability.

neo collection | 2 series

neo collection

eco 
friendly low voc
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material origin: U.S.A.                  price index: $$ -- $$$ 

Smooth lines make the Aries a sleek and beautiful choice 
for a contemporary kitchen. The thin wood edgeband 
lining the sides of the doors is nearly undetectable. 
Additionally, this veneer door is available with FSC 
certified materials or in a diverse variety of color and 
grain options of environmentally friendly reconstituted 
wood veneers.

aries series


